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Abstract

Engineering programs tend to follow common patterns for educating undergraduate students through
the sophomore year. For instance, a portion of a common curricular pattern for electrical engineer-
ing involves the sequence: Calculus I → Calculus II → Differential Equations → Circuits I. In
mechanical engineering programs the common curricular pattern includes the sequence: Calculus
I → Calculus II → Differential Equations → Mechanics. The curricular patterns themselves are
more complicated than these sequences, often involving additional pre- and co-requisite courses
that must be passed in order for a student to progress through the curriculum. These patterns
may be modeled as directed graphs, and the complexity of the pattern can then be characterized
according to the delay and blocking factors present in the graphs. The key point is that failure
to pass a course that occurs earlier in a curricular pattern, or the inability to start the pattern on
schedule (e.g., due to math placement issues) will often necessitate a delay in graduation. Because
these engineering curricular patterns are complex, they tend to produce a longer time-to-degree
than other disciplines.

A number of schools have implemented engineering curricular reforms that are aimed at improv-
ing on-time graduation rates. These generally involve modifying the patterns described above in
some way that is meant to improve student success. We can think of curricular design patterns
as being constructed so as to yield a particular set of student learning outcomes. In this paper
we apply curricular analytics techniques to these patterns in order to quantify the extent to which
particular reforms should improve graduation rates. Our work involves breaking curricular com-
plexity into two components: (1) the structural complexity, which is determined by the manner in
which the courses in a curriculum are organized, e.g., prerequisites, number of courses, etc., and
(2) the instructional complexity, which is determined by the inherent difficulty of the courses in
the curriculum, the quality of the faculty and academic support, etc. We then demonstrate how
these measures can be used within a simulation environment to estimate the impact that particular
curricular improvements will have on student outcomes. This will reveal that many engineering
curricula have highly “sensitive” course patterns (and in some cases individual courses) that will
yield large increases in graduation rates for small improvements in course success rates. Finally,



we demonstrate how curricular analytics can be used to compare the complexities of similar pro-
grams at different institutions, as well as how these tools can be used to guide faculty discussions
around curricular reform.

Introduction

Changing the culture of an educational institution or program is one of the most difficult chal-
lenges academic leaders face. This is due to the fact that organizational culture is shaped by an
interlocking set of goals, processes, traditions, values, roles, assumptions and attitudes that evolve
over many years. In the case of higher education, there are cultural elements that have been shaped
over a thousand year history. Nevertheless, engineering programs are under mounting pressure to
change in response to numerous external forces. Foremost among these is the fact that engineer-
ing programs are not producing a sufficient number of graduates to fill the expanding job market
for engineering talent that is the cornerstone of the rapidly emerging information economy. The
growing diversity of our population leads to additional challenges. Historically, many engineering
disciplines have underrepresentation from ethnic minorities, women and the lower socioeconomic
strata of society. That is, the most readily available human resources for addressing the need are
from the same segments we have struggled the most to serve. Our ability to adapt to these chal-
lenges has significant consequences for national competitiveness and economic leadership going
forward.

In response to issues just described, we have seen numerous well-intended studies, funding oppor-
tunities and initiatives aimed at transforming engineering education.5, 6, 11 Furthermore, institutions
across the country are engaged in improvement efforts, with varying degrees of success. In many
cases these efforts are based upon intuition, or they attempt to replicate interventions that have
been reported as successful elsewhere. It is often difficult to determine the reasons for success or
failure, or why something that worked at one institution did not work at another.

In our work, we have been proponents of the importance of recognizing that reforms occur within a
larger educational context that must be properly understood and characterized if one hopes to opti-
mize the impact of particular interventions. We treat the university as a system, comprised of a set
of sub-components that interact in order to create the system as a whole, with each component con-
tributing in some manner, either directly or indirectly, to the success of improvement efforts.1 An
important point to note is that from one university to the next, the properties of the university sys-
tem will differ. Ideally, before launching improvement initiatives at great effort and expense, one
would determine the most important factors that contribute to attrition and persistence, and would
use these to construct a model that can be used to accurately predict the expected improvements
that can be obtained by implementing specific reforms at particular universities. This requires a
formalization of the university system model we have just described.

A difficult aspect of the systems formulation of a university involves determining the proper metrics
and measurements that can be used to quantify the various sub-components of the educational
system. This is necessary if we hope to analyze the system in order make predictions, quantify the
impact of interventions, and focus efforts where they are most likely to succeed. In this paper we
present one contribution to this systems way of thinking about educational reform. Specifically,



we consider formal ways of characterizing the important patterns that exist within engineering
curricula, and of we consider one way of quantifying their complexity. In addition, we argue
a direct relationship between the complexity of particular curricular patterns, and the success of
students attempting to navigate these patterns.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First we describe the general utility of design
patterns, and how they can be applied to the design of program curricula. We provide a formal def-
inition of curricular design patterns, as well as an example patterns within engineering programs.
Next, we describe a methodology that can be used to characterize the complexity of curricular de-
sign patterns. In doing so, we provide a means for evaluating different design patterns that aim to
yield a similar set of student learning outcomes. Finally, we present a technique for quantifying the
complexity of curricular design patterns, and we relate this complexity measure to student success
outcomes.

Curricular Design Patterns

The notion of design patterns originated as a concept in architecture intended to capture the essence
of an architectural design in such a way that it could be easily reused in the design of cities and
buildings.2 The power of design patterns is they allow architects to capture, in general terms,
design ideas that have proven successful in solving particular design challenges across many dif-
ferent contexts. The context in this case refers to the range of situations in which the problems and
solutions addressed by a pattern apply. Thus, design patterns provide a useful collection of knowl-
edge that other architects may consult in the future when confronting similar design challenges.
Furthermore, the design patterns themselves constitute a language that architects may use to more
efficiently communicate with one another. The authors of this approach summarize it as follows
“[e]ach pattern describes a problem which occurs over and over again in our environment, and then
describes the core of the solution to that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a
million times over, without ever doing it the same way twice.”

In 1987, software engineers began experimenting with the notion of applying design patterns to the
challenges that are routinely confronted in the design of large-scale software systems.3 This led
to the formalization of a large number of software design patterns that have been shown to greatly
aid in the development of complex software systems by providing developers with a reusable set
of proven solutions to generalized problems.7 Software design patterns are applicable in object-
oriented designs, and consist of a description of interacting software objects and classes that solve
a general problem within a context. Again, the notion of context is important with these types of
design patterns; software design patterns should be general enough to be applicable across a wide
range of systems, but specific enough to provide practical guidance. Software design patterns are
similar to their architectural counterparts in that they provide software engineers with a language
that can be used to discuss software design issues. For instance, a software engineer may comment
during a design review that “the observer design pattern was used to update the state of the depen-
dent objects,” and all of the other software engineers at the meeting would immediately understand
the design choice that was made.

In this paper we consider the extension of design patterns to curricula. Bland and Kumar previ-



ously linked design patterns to computer science curricula at a very high level.4 Specifically, their
conception of design patterns addressed broad curricular reforms that might serve to better engage
women in computer science, and included practices such as participation in freshman seminars,
the humanization of core computer science classes, and flexibility in designing the major. This
work is similar to the creation of engaging early experiences, high-impact practices, and “condi-
tions that matter” for student persistence.9, 10 Our formulation, on the other hand, is more granular,
and directly ties to quantifiable design objectives that occur over and over again within particular
curricular contexts. This makes the approach more consistent with the general manner in which
design patterns have been applied in other domains. We are not aware of other efforts that have
involved the formal analysis of curricular design patterns at the course and student learning out-
comes levels, or of any other efforts that have involved the creation of metrics for quantifying the
complexity of curricular design patterns.

The power of our approach is that it gives educators a rich vocabulary for discussing curriculum,
and a means of formally analyzing the improvements that might be attained through particular
curricular reforms (e.g., what-if analyses). A formal definition for curricular design patterns is as
follows.

Definition 1 (Curricular Design Pattern). A collection of curricular and co-curricular learning
activities intentionally structured so as to allow students to attain a set of learning outcomes within
a given educational context.

The typical manner in which learning outcomes are attained in undergraduate engineering pro-
grams is through the offering of courses that have have pre- and co-requisite relationship between
them. That is, learning activities are structured as courses that must be passed in sequence in order
to attain the learning outcomes. The general notion is that prerequisite courses contain learning
activities that must be successfully completed in order to understand the learning activities that
occur in follow-on courses. In order to make this more concrete, consider the following curricular
design pattern.

Example 1 (Traditional Circuits I – Calculus Ready). This curricular design pattern is constructed
so as to attain a set of learning outcomes that involve the ability to design, build and analyze
simple electronic circuits, under the assumption that a student is prepared for Calculus I. Some of
the specific learning outcomes are as follows.
Students will:

1. Understand the functions of basic electrical circuit elements and sources;

2. Have the ability to apply Ohm’s and Kirchhoff’s circuit laws in the lumped element model
of electrical circuits;

3. Appreciate the consequences of linearity, in particular the principle of superposition and
Thevenin and Norton equivalent circuits;

4. Understand the concept of state in a dynamical physical system and have the ability to ana-
lyze simple first and second order linear circuits containing memory elements.

The educational context we will consider is an electrical engineering program, where the assump-
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Figure 1: A four-term course sequence associated with the Traditional Circuits I design pattern.

tion is that students begin the program with prior academic preparation that allows them to start in
Calculus I.

A curricular pattern of courses designed to allow students to attain the learning outcomes listed
above is shown in Figure 1. The pattern is represented as a graph, with nodes representing courses,
and directed edges between two courses if one is a prerequisite for the other. The left-to-right
ordering of nodes in Figure 1 correspond to terms, as labeled in the figure. In subsequent figures
we will omit this labeling, with the understanding that the ordering implies terms. If there is a
directed edge between two courses in the same term, then the two courses share a co-requisite
relationship.

Remark 1. Due to the prerequisite relationships in Figure 1, a student cannot complete the pattern
in less then four terms. This is dictated by a critical path of length four involving Calculus I →
Calculus II → Differential Equations → Circuits I. Thus, if students fail to pass any course on this
path in the term stipulated, they will automatically be delayed in completing the pattern by at least
one term. There are other length-three paths that are not critical in the sense that failure to pass
them on the first try will not lead to a delay in completing the pattern. For instance, if students do
not pass Programming I in term 2, they will not be delayed as long as they are able to successfully
complete this course in term 3.

Remark 2. Only a subset of the learning activities in a given course may be necessary as prereq-
uisite material for the learning activities in follow-on courses. For instance, the fourth learning
outcome listed above requires a student to have prior learning that includes the ability to solve first
and second order differential equations; however, a traditional Differential Equations course will
include the study of a significant number of additional classes of differential equations.

Remark 3. Patterns may overlap. For instance, in the electrical engineering context, this design pat-
tern will have significant overlap with the Traditional Electromagnetics curricular design pattern,
as both require mathematics through Differential Equations and Calculus III. Furthermore, an Elec-
tromagnetics course will require prior learning that includes the ability to solve partial differential
equations. Thus, the Electromagnetics pattern requires prior learning, attained in a Differential



Equations course common to both patterns, that is not required knowledge for this design pattern.

Remark 4. This design pattern is not applicable to students who are not prepared to enroll in
Calculus I in term 1. A typical remedy for this situation is to add one or more math classes as
prerequisites to Calculus I, thereby creating new curricular design patterns. This automatically
extends the number of terms necessary to complete the pattern according to the amount by which
the added courses extend the critical path. It is not uncommon to see three or four additional
prerequisite courses added to this path, leading to a curricular design pattern that requires seven or
eight terms to complete. For these students, if nothing is done to accelerate learning activities, the
earliest the sophomore-level Circuits I course can be reached is during the fourth year of study.

Now that we have provided a formal means of expressing curricular design patterns, let us inves-
tigate how we might apply analytical techniques in order to quantify their complexity. Below we
describe one approach that makes use of graph-theoretic techniques to quantify the complexity of
a curricular design pattern, as well the complexity of the curriculum it resides in (i.e., its context).
It is important to note that these are not the only measures that can be derived for quantifying
the complexity of a design pattern. Indeed, we anticipate that the analytical tools for studying
curricular design patterns will evolve extensively over time. Nevertheless, the simple formula-
tion we provide has proven useful as a tool for university faculty, administrators and curriculum
committees to easily assess the efficiency of their curricula, and to analyze possible changes to
programs.

The Complexity of Curricular Design Patterns

We have previously used graph-theoretic concepts to study the complexity of curricula, and it is
straightforward to apply these concepts to curricular design patterns.12, 13 A given curricular pattern
is represented as a directed acyclic graph by creating a node for each course in the pattern, and by
placing a directed edge between two nodes if there is a pre- or co-requisite relationships between
the courses the nodes represent. The curricular design pattern shown in Figure 1 is represented as
a directed acyclic graph. More formally, we model a curricular pattern C consisting of n courses
as a directed graph GC = (V,E), where each vertex v1, . . . , vn ∈ V represents a requirement in
C, and there is a directed edge (vi, vj) ∈ E from requirement vi to vj if vi must be satisfied prior
to the satisfaction of vj . Typically, a degree requirement is satisfied by passing a particular course,
and the precedence relationships expressed in GC correspond to course pre/co-requisites. Thus,
we will refer to GC as a curriculum graph.

Curricular Efficiency Metrics. The graph structure of a curriculum yields two useful metrics.
First, the number of courses students are blocked from taking until they pass a given course is
referred to as the blocking factor of that course. Second, the number of courses on any prerequisite
pathway that includes a given course is referred to as the delay factor of that course. Figure 2
shows a curricular pattern consisting of five courses, v1–v5. Inside of each node in Figure 2 (a), we
show the blocking factor of that node, and inside of each node in Figure 2 (b) we show the delay
factor associated with that node. We then define the cruciality of a course within a curriculum as
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Figure 2: A portion of a curriculum consisting of five courses, labeled v1–v5. Inside of each course
node we show, (a) the blocking factor associated with the course, (b) the delay factor associated
with the course, and (c) the cruciality of the course.

the sum of its delay and blocking factors. Figure 2 (c) shows the course crucialities of each course
in the curricular pattern. We define the structural complexity of a curricular pattern as the sum of
the course crucialities in the pattern. For instance, the curricular pattern shown in Figure 2 has
a structural complexity of 27. The reader can easily verify that the structural complexity of the
Traditional Circuits I curricular pattern shown in Figure 1 is 37.

We may easily extend the notion of structural complexity to an entire program curriculum. We
will refer to the structural complexity of a curricular pattern and to the structural complexity of
an entire program as, the pattern complexity and program complexity, respectively. It is important
to recognize that the same curricular pattern, placed within two different program curricula, will
generally produce different program complexities. We have built an open access web application
that allows any institution to upload and analyze curricular patterns within the context of their par-
ticular degree programs using the tools described above. In order to use these tools, please visit:
http://curricula.academicdashboards.org. Next, we will demonstrate in more de-
tails how the complexity measure we have just defined can be used to analyze curricular patterns.
The following design pattern is one that many aspiring engineering students are asked to follow.

Example 2 (Traditional Circuits I – Not Calculus Ready). This design is commonly found in
engineering programs that include electrical circuits. The assumption in this case, however, is that
students are not prepared for Calculus. The common remedy is to simply prepend a Precalculus
course to the pattern provided in Example 1. The learning outcomes are the same as those provided
in Example 1. The design pattern itself is shown in Figure 3, with the course crucialities shown
inside of each node.

Remark 1. The math starting point in this pattern, Precalculus, is actually an extremely common
staring point for many freshman, although it rarely appears on the degrees plans provided to these
students. At our institution, the majority of freshman engineerings students initially place into
Precalculus.
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Figure 3: The five-term curricular pattern associated with Circuits I, starting with Pre-Calculus
math, with course crucialities shown inside each node. The structural complexity of this subgraph
is 56.

Remark 2. Because of where Precalculus occurs in this pattern, it becomes the most crucial course
in the pattern. Its addition causes the complexity of the pattern as whole to increase by 19 com-
plexity units (as compared to the pattern in Example 1), to a value of 56. We will later comment
on the relationship between complexity and student success.

Remark 3. Circuits I is no longer taken in the sophomore year in this pattern, it moves to the
junior year. Given the other courses in some curricula, e.g., electrical engineering, that build upon
Circuits I, this shift makes it more difficult to create a 4-year degree plan that includes this pattern.

We previously alluded to the fact that each course in a curricular pattern contributes learning out-
comes that are necessary in order to progress through other courses in the pattern, and that some
courses provide additional learning outcomes that are not needed to complete the pattern (though
they may be required in other parts of the curriculum). Thus, as long as all of the required learning
outcomes needed to attempt the Circuits I class occur in prerequisite courses, we can rearrange the
order in which these outcomes are attained. This notion is exploited in the next pattern.

Example 3 (Alternative Circuits I). This design pattern, shown in Figure 4, involves the introduc-
tion of a new course entitled Engineering 101 that takes the place of Precalculus in the previous
design pattern. This course is modeled after the one created at Wright State University, and the
design pattern itself models the curricular reforms implemented at that institution.8 Notice that
Engineering 101 now becomes the sole prerequisite for the Circuits I class. The learning outcomes
are the same as those provided in Examples 1 and 2.

Remark 1. The learning outcomes for this design pattern include the ability analyze first and second
order linear circuits containing memory elements as a part of the Circuit I class. Thus, in addition
to Precalculus topics, the ability to solve first and second order linear differential equations must
be taught in the Engineering 101 class.

Remark 2. The math course sequencing starting with Calculus I is unchanged relative to the previ-
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Figure 4: A four-term course sequence for the Alternative Circuits I design pattern. The structural
complexity of this subgraph is 41.

ously presented patterns. That is, even though students are exposed to linear differential equations
in Engineering 101, they will see these concepts again when they take the Differential Equations
class. The notion of providing exposure to a math topic, using that topic in the context of an en-
gineering problem, followed by a more rigorous treatment of the math topic, is a very effective
learning strategy for many students.

Remark 3. For the same level of initial math preparation, this design pattern aims to produce the
same learning outcomes as Example 2, with a significant reduction in overall pattern complexity.
We will demonstrate, under some very simple assumptions, that this significantly increases the
chances that a student will complete this pattern. Furthermore, this pattern may be completed in
four terms, while the pattern in Example 2 requires five terms. Students who follow this pattern
will be exposed to important engineering concepts in the second term, rather than the fifth term
when following the traditional approach. This earlier exposure may impact a student’s perception
of the degree program as a whole.

Remark 4. As compared to students who enter college calculus ready, and who follow the pattern in
Example 1, students who follow this pattern have been shown to reach a similar (if not improved)
level of outcomes attainment within a larger engineering curriculum.8 Furthermore, this design
pattern can be completed in the same amount of time, putting these students on equal footing with
those who enter college calculus ready.

Discussion

We have shown that curricular design patterns are subgraphs that occur within the curriculum
graphs of degree programs, and that these patterns may be reorganized in ways that affect their
curricular complexity. Based upon this formulation, there are a number of interesting questions
that immediately arise and merit further investigation.

First, the formal definition of curricular design patterns we have provided supports the ability to



search through collections of curriculum graphs in order to find common patterns. We content that
the creation of a catalog of common curricular design patterns will facilitate curricular reform by
grounding discussion within a well-understand formal framework.

Second, the notion that different learners may be better served by different design patterns should
be further investigated. Specifically, to what extent does the organization of the design patterns
within a curriculum influence student success for particular student cohorts? Preliminary data
indicates that there may be a “pattern effect” for learners who enter higher education with particular
background preparation.8

It is important to note that the structural complexity of a curriculum is just one component that
influences a student’s ability to progress through the curriculum. We refer to the other major com-
ponent as the instructional complexity. This refers to the inherent difficulty of the courses in the
curriculum, the capabilities of the instructors who teach these courses, the overall quality of the
instruction, the academic support services provided, etc. That is, the curricular complexity is deter-
mined by the interplay between the structural and instructional complexity of a curriculum.

A simple model for instructional complexity demonstrates the usefulness of this characterization
of curricular complexity. Let us assume that an institution currently supports engineering curricula
that contain the Traditional Circuits I – Not Calculus Ready design pattern (Example 2), and that
this institution is considering implementing the Alternative Circuits I design pattern (Example 3).
The institution would like to estimate the possible improvement in student success outcomes that
may accompany such a reform. This can be accomplished via simulation under a few realistic as-
sumptions. First, assume that the institutional complexity of all courses that are common between
these two patterns are the same. That is, assume that nothing changes in how these courses are
taught and supported when moving to the new curriculum. Next let us assume that if students are
unable to complete a given course in either sequence, they will attempt to complete the course in
the next semester, but that only three courses from a given pattern may be attempted in a given
term. Under these assumptions, if the pass rate for all courses in both patterns is 80%, then the
success rate of students after seven terms in the Traditional versus Alternative Circuits I patterns
are 83% and 93%, respectively.1 That is, the alternative pattern leads to an 10% improvement in
student completion.

When simulating student flow through these patterns using the historic pass rates for all of the
courses in these two curricula at our institution, and assuming the pass rate for Engineering 101
is the same as Precalculus, we found that 79% and 88% of the students are able to succeed af-
ter seven terms in the Traditional versus Alternative Circuits I patterns, respectively. It should
be noted, however, that the general intention in offering an Engineering 101 courses is to create
improved success relative to Precalculus. Under the assumption that the pass rate of Engineering
101 improves to 90%, the success rate of students following the alternative pattern improves to
98%.

Finally, we comment on the usefulness of curricular analytics as a means of informing discussions
related to curriculum changes. At many institutions, undergraduate engineering programs require
more total credit hours than academic programs in other disciplines. Given the completion imper-
ative discussed in the Introduction, engineering programs are being asked to carefully justify the

1Success being the passing of all courses in the pattern.



need for requiring credit hours beyond minimal institutional and accreditation requirements, often
at the behest of state legislatures and institutional governing boards. Engineering faculty, however,
are often reluctant to reduce degree requirements if they believe this action will reduce program
quality. The analytical tools we present in this paper have proved useful in guiding discussions
around curriculum change on our campus, as they provide a tool for comparing the complexities of
similar programs at different institutions, including those that are highly rated, and for considering
the possible improvements in graduation rates that could be obtained through particular curricular
reforms.
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